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Ritual Outline
The most basic way all ritual begins and progresses as you have shown in the symbols; 
Aleph - the circle (Discussion of initiation, group grounding, group meditation, one mind)
 Beth and Gimel - the priest and priestess (Two priests-bath, become the magical child)
 Daleth He Vau Zain - the call to the Quarters (massage,  food on the four sacred tools)
Cheth Teth Yod Kaph Lamed Mem - the walls of the Holy of Holies (Finish tesserect))
 Nun Samekh Ayin Pe Tzaddi Qoph Resh Shin - the call of the Eight Deities 
 Tav - the Union.

Man of Earth Daleth, He, Vau, Zain-Initiation One-Filio et Filia
 
The lovers Cheth Teth Yod Kaph Lamed-Initiation 2-Filia et Pater
							  Filio et Mater
The hermit Nun Samekh Ayin Pe Tzaddi Qoph Resh Shin-Inititiation 3
	 Pater et Filia
	 Mater et Filio
Nothing(Beyond the Beyond)-Mater et Pater; Pater et Mater


Parts

Initiate/Priestess/Queen
Initiator/Priest/King
Orator This role can be combined with the initiator role. Just as dancer can be combined with priestess role, etc. 
Priest/Assistant 1-dynamic person
Priestess/Assistant 2-magnetic person
Babalon-dancer-priestess-can be of either gender, energy is the most  
 	   Important
Facilitator-bring out food, sets up, etc., facilitates


Initiations for Hawk and Jackal Home Coven

Banishing: LBRP; BRH; Star Ruby; Star Sapphire, Adorations

PART ONE-Aleph
INITIATOR: “Aleph-air, space, all-pervading, the macrocosm-Nuit, the circle” At this point you begin the tesserect. These are example symbols, not script. Please just the symbolism that is most appropriate. It is nice to end the symbolism with the circle.  
	(Everyone clears aura of person to their left with hawk feather and appropriate incense. Next each person is anointed with Abramelin oil. <The sign of Aleph> Grounding Meditation for seven Chakras is performed. Kiss of life performed when finished with grounding. Men and women sit in a circle. Opposite if possible. The acting priestess(ap) passes the kiss deosil to a priest) Deosil-clockwise
EACH PRIEST “Thou are Goddess.”
EACH PRIESTESS “Thou are God” 
Group Discussion
Orator: “Circles of Power are formed whenever a group unites to some end, a project, an exploration, worship, an army, all these are examples where individuals combine and state their will in regards to some particular pattern of action. 
In an army people swear to obey their commander even under circumstances where their life is threatened. In exploring uncharted lands or places people unite so that they can overcome as yet unknown obstacles.
In worship people unite in order to celebrate their relationship with their deities. In a project people unite to do the work, and work together until it is accomplished.
You are doing a work that has elements of all the above and more. To what extent will those about you be willing to dedicate some portion of their life to defending freedom, exploring the universe, worshipping their deities, and building a Temple? These are the questions that must be resolved and formalized in the Initiation ceremony of the Group.
If you wish, take a formal oath for a limited period of time, between Equinoxes, or Sabbats, or even longer, all as you will! Make it firm, with a penalty, and the penalty should be something that will help a person bring resolve to bear when they would otherwise back away, that will help them bring their complaints forward rather than be overwhelmed by them.”


ALL: Each person goes around circle and says what they are afraid of happening and what they wish to see happen in the circle. They each then says what they are willing to dedicate in time, and work, to the circle.  (Appropriate dedications of time are three months, six months, or a year.,. between equinox’s and   solstices, special talents or tasks are also mentioned )When circle is completed, 2 coveners sit comfortably on the floor and stare into the flame of a single candle. (This candle could be black or white depending who is getting initiated. Another idea is to have a candle in the shape of a star. Or the stele pasted to the candle. The possibilities are endless. ) Sit in a circle, alternating as before, and concentrate upon a single candle flame at the center of the wheel. No other light should be burning but this one flame. If you wish you can include more of  the trust buildings from the dialogues. 
Say:    One flame
One Mind
All of us
One mind
Raise the spirit
Chant the spell
Open the doorway
Between Heaven
And Hell.
INITIATOR “Reach out with your minds and meet each other in truth. Become spokes upon a wheel of light.”
 “Each of you brings something special to the Covenstead when you come to meet. Each brings a particular element that rounds out to spirit of the whole.”
Kiss of life is passed around circle once more.The Kiss of Life is a gnostic tradition that goes back at leas 1800 years. “Thou art the goddess” “Thou 
 art the God”  Beth and Gimel leave initiate alone in room to prepare for initiation. They prepare the bath area.This includes making the bath, lighting candles, purification and sanctification, incense, etc. This can 
 include sanctification through the union of the priest and priestess of the lovers triad, in which case, 
the waters of the bath are the womb of Babalon; the door by which the god is born  
PART TWO-Beth And Gimel
INITIATOR: (gesturing to the priest and priestess) 
“Beth-the microcosm, Hadit, the magician and the exorcist, Mercury, the priest ;
 Gimel-the moon, mystery, Sesheta-secret, the priestess of the silver star”

ASSISTANTS, in unison,“Nefer Neteru bless those to whom it is given and those from whom it is received."		
PRIEST: (Give five-fold kiss) Once initiate arrives at the sacred bath the  two Assistants give five-fold kiss to initiate.Then they bless the body about to be awakened into its own power. (Right to left, top to bottom) 

 "Nuit Babalon"  
"Hadit Therion" 
"Quersut Sesheta" 
"Tahuti Khonsu" 
"Sabat Nebt-het" 
ASSISTANT 1 "May your presence be among those who are called and those who call. 
ASSISTANT 2 “May the priests & priestesses unite in Love under Will."
ASSISTANT 1 "Sabat em Nebt-het we call you, Goddess of the earth moon and stars, we call upon your love, lady of the houses of the Hawk & Jackal."
ASSISTANT 2 “By the powers of heaven (fire and water) and the powers of earth we call."
ASSISTANT 1 "Let us fight and fuck for life and love?" 
INITIATE “Let us fight and fuck for life and love!”
ASSISTANT 2 “Priest, Priestess who comes, I greet thee. Welcome to our Temple, we are those who revere the Goddess of infinite space and the infinite stars thereof. We revere the Sun and Moon, and we revere the World. We honor Her who is the touch of the divine. Who will attain? The way is open!” 
ASSISTANT 1 “Come with us for we must wash away that which is of the mortal earth.”
ASSISTANT 2 “You are of the fire of the Sun and we are come to awaken you to your heritage.” 
(Welcoming hug. Where in the hug-initiate is slowly walked into the temple in love and trust.)From the dialoques-“Gently they lead him forward toward the pool in the room beyond. Carefully they take from him his clothes and walked with him into the pool. Their dresses fall in perfect symmetry behind. With sensitive touch they remove all the fatigue and all mortal care from his frame.”

Perform the ritual of cleansing.
"A Rite to Cleanse"
The Natron is in the palm of the hand, as one stands at the bath.
ASSISTANT 1:“let the salt of earth admonish the water to bear the virtue of the great sea, Mother be thou adored.”
(Pour in the natron.) 
ASSISTANT 2:“Nuit, Babalon, Sabat, Seshet, Quersut, Nebt-het!”
ASSISTANT 1:“The Heat in the water is Hadit,”
ASSISTANT 2: “The Air is Therion.”
Initiate: “In the name of Tahuti and Khonsu be I cleansed.”
(Beth and Gimel stir the water deosil and chant.)
ASSISTANT 2 “Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law. Love is the law, love under will.”
(As you stir very rapidly and repeat the phrase feel the power enter the water.
Bathe.)
ASSISTANT 1 “You hold in your hand the glittering Tesseract. Time all in one sacred geometry. This Tesseract is the well at Heliopolis. The place where the Adept, the Lover, is dipped to remove their mortality. The place where the sun baths. Here the pharaoh of Egypt was prepared to become a God. To Rule the Kingdom. Here you are at an invisible house in the fourth dimension of space. Beyond and Beyond.”
ASSISTANT 2 “Softly the waters close over your head and you are in”
Weave the star gate spell.
ORATOR: "I open the Gate"
   Star gate"
"Call you from beyond"
"Beyond the fair skies"
"Celeste."
"Material"
"Real"
"Present"
"Feel"
(Initiates submerges fully into the water then raises her head out of the water aware of her god-hood)
INITIATE: 
“I'm Real
I'm Here
Watch and See!
Me”
Orator: Can you feel the strangeness of the flow, how it seems to carry the quality of liquid. Each moment full of inertia and import. Caught in the liquid flow. Approach each moment full of the power of your position, of your will. Feel the movement, control it. Such a light touch on the rudder controls the direction of movement. The power of the flow translates into the speed of movement, the angle of the rudder, the touch of the hand.
The tack of the sail and the angle of the rudder combine into the direction of movement. The one is anchored in the flow, the other in time. This is the motivating force of the Tesseract Magick and it is not within it at all but is produced by the movement of the tack. I am with you, I the external universe. You perceive my presence and intelligence through its general direction, you perceive my enfoldment. I perceive yours through the direction of the tack. We are one.
Love,
Yourself! I Love you.
Internalize my Love,
Inside.
ASSISTANT 1:
This seems to be a spell that involves the reader and hearer. It calls upon the powers of fire and water as Hadit and Nuit. It then calls Babalon and the Beast. This follows the formula of Tetragrammaton. See 'The Star Ruby' and 'Liber Regulae' for more on these.
Next follows a long portion that works to open the hearer, or reader, to their own divine nature. Best read out loud to listeners.
By the power of the Lion of Lust
 We invoke the power of Fire.
Bring us energy to do our Will
To warm us when we are cold,
To destroy those who would thwart our Will,
To burn softly in our loins
Bringing Nuit her rightful due,
Bringing unity to the few.

ASSISTANT 2: 	
By the Power of the Whore of the World
By the Lady Babalon
We invoke the power of Water.
Bring us inspiration to know our Love,
To cool us when we are hot,
To create those who would enable our Love,
To awaken Hadit in his going
Bringing unity to the few.

ORATOR: 
By the power of the Beast and Babalon
Do I open the gate that once was sealed.
Do I call the souls of those
Who have charged me to do this task
AWAKEN LOST SOULS
Come home to your temple.
From beyond the borders of your world
Comes the call.
Feel it within you?
A quiet memory speaks softly.
An awakening comes.
Deep within the depth of Space
Is a place apart.
A place apart.
Place apart.
Place together
Place of coming together
Place of like mind.
Place where we meet.

I know these words
Are echoing in your mind
You see me here in the past
Seeing you there in the future.
You are deity
You too are me
And I am within you
My mind speaks these words in your mind.
Watch, listen, feel, taste, smell!

Red scarlet is the Rose
Sweet is it's scent.
A soft heady glow
A swift descent
Like going down fast,
Fast!
Faster!

The thorn blushes red,
The sharp pain transforms.
An alien penetration
Deep within the mind.
Do you believe,
When the sharp shock sings?

I am within you and you
Want my words to echo and awaken!  
You have invoked me
And I am a power to be reckoned.

Let me take off your cotton wool.
Let me strip you naked.
You reader!
You hearer!

You invoked me by the will
An by the ways of Love!

I came
Now my words are in your mind!
I shall never leave you
For in the past these words
Will have sounded in your mind
There for eternity
Solid
Fixed
Fluid
Mobile
Where ever you go!

There stand you, my Children
And the separation between you
Gone
You will free yourselves
You will rule the world

Kings, Queens, Lords, Ladies,
Priests, Priestesses and
Persons all that know the way!
Awake!
   
The time is come
The signs will be given.

Are you truly afraid of the Keys of Power?
Unsteady on the seat of Lust?

Know you that I will cast a coward from me!
You will rule your way.
You will help each other.
You will hurt each other.
You will let go of the pain when it is done.
And you will grow
And Know
And endure
Even as it has ever been!
    
I care not one whit whether my instructions are followed.
I only say that which I must say.
Whether you do
Is up to you
You must be certain
You must experiment till you know
Know!
Only when the unity of mind is achieved,
Can the unity of the Rite arise.
Cone of Power.

Do not fear sexuality
Do not fake sexuality
But realize that it is the seat of power.

Link minds, heal and nurture each other,
Before you link bodies.

...
...
...not fear must awaken in your mind,
What had you thought?
Was there some part of you unconvinced!
Love freely,
And under Will!

(Initiate steps out of water, and is dried by the assistants and anoint with sacred oils and perfumes. When she is ready she stands before the initiator. Orator  moves to temple room. Priest and Priest stand as warriors at her side.)
INITIATOR:
I am the awakened
I know my Will
I rein in
I press on
 
INITIATOR:
I know
Do you?Her question. Then is follows a pseudo dialog till she says 'Awake, Arise, Rule. Keep reading out loud though as a poem.
Do you see?
Where were you thinking to go?
I only waited till you asked. Each of us must make our choice of Love.
We Know!
 
Initiate:
I don't need to do anything.
AWAKE!
ARISE!
RULE!

Initiator:
Do not worry so in the ways of your Going. 
We the Gods are one .
Those of us who have taken bodies.
Those of us who have taken spirit.
All of us are one!
UNITY!

By the power of the writer
And of the reader
Of Spirit
Of the Sun
Of the Star Not
We call unto the forces of the Aeon
ARISE AWAKE UNITE

For the tower will rise again
They do not fall, but fly!

Merry met
Merrily parted
And Verily met again

INITIATOR:
Come with me
into my temple
What purpose do you divine?
What task do we set ourselves,
in all this Holy Time?

 ( Beth and Gimel move to temple, leaving initiate with initiator who  leads initiate into temple. Initiate is taken to a separate room wherin they can lay down. This room has been prepared as best as possible to the priestesses liking. (Colors, music, etc.) When they arrive at the temple initiate is gently led upon the bed of purple by beth and gimel. They begin to stroke initiate, reverently. At this time, things such as brushing hair, hand and face massages, etc. are appropriate.  )

ORATOR:
Dance with me
And in my circle
What loving, we may possess,
And then dissolved into the purple,
The colors of separateness

Fly with me
And in the spirit
What freedom we have to give
And then receive, and then hear it,
As it is given, to live.

Away
And into the sky
Away and into space
Afar and do we fly
A star in our lover face. 
There is a light.
Web of space.
Open aware, much to come.
We are aware of you.
When you touched the Continuum we felt the vibration in the web of light.
Lovers Light
Angel Life
Feel See
Winds of Will
Breath of Love
Fly this craft to fit best in the World, and much more than the world.
This comes from those beyond the awareness of most. Within the conception of those few who take directly the reins of time. 
Now see the plane of awareness.
Now take from it what you need.
Feel our help.
Can you feel the clear light of the presence?
 There deep within the whisper at the heart of the mind. 
A light upbearing the soul. 
Flying within the mind. 
An awareness of the illumination fills the mind, but much more takes place in the deeper mind, an orientation in the deep soul, a sharing of the burden, an empowerment of the self.

( Beth and Gimel stroke initiates face. )

The wave of the hand across the face of the crystal. A touch of light brightens and the scene forms as the light expands Fly forth brave one, forth and into the sky. Star after star blazes forth into the foreground as you speed on toward that temple near the core of the galaxy.
 INITIATOR: (say the Powers.):
'Go we with you', 
PRIEST, PRIESTESS, & INITIATE: (say the Gods):
 (They gesture towards the unity of group)
'Awake we within you'.
Orator:
Silver 
Gold
Jewels
Sparks
Come ye by way of Ordeal, bliss!
Be ready to heed the call.
We are!
Awaken and aware!
We speak very softly but we speak none the less. We are within speaking.
As you are of us so then are we of your will.
Settle if you will in the seat of power. Feel the wonder of the moment. You were only gone an instant and we saved your place for when you returned.
Remember, brothers and sisters, that your sojourn upon the sapphire world was taken to a purpose, and that that purpose is your Will. Today, as then, long ago, when your race first touched the face of the starry sky, when first that touch and caress opened the way {for the flight that was meant to be, from the first} to Cosmic Awareness.
Yes!
Open to your own heart, feel the truth of what is there, feel the feather of that truth float in the wind with you wherever you go. The whisper of that very wind will enlighten you with help to your way, lightening the girders of the soul.
Cath - Starrider This is the name of the spirit that wrote that particular section of the dialogues. 	


PART THREE-Daleth, He, Vau, Zain 
Stepping from the pool they bring him forward to the table beyond. Upon the soft pillows, with many spells to the Gods and Goddesses they remove any pain or ache and transform each part of his body, until no part of him is not of the Gods.
Touch your lover in Magick art and awaken the power of their body, use the names given when doing the laying on of hands, use your power to awaken healing and awakening. 
Clear the Path of the Serpent first, after this, distribute the energy in a general massage.
Oiled and perfumed he was brought to the door beyond. There in a room before a fire are seated others such as he.
Altar is set up with tools in appropriate magickal directions. The Queen is then escorted  into the ritual area where the rest of the rite shall continue. The Queen’s tools are layed out before her in the elemental sequence.See Aris papers for approate magickal directions. Man of Earth-elemetary; Lovers-planetary; Hermit-astral.
(See degree levels for further information) When performing the 2nd and 3rd degree initiations

 
First Initiation Continued…

 She then empowers each of her tools in the rite of empowering. 
Charging of the tools
Close up your room. Gather your elementary tools and join us.There is a place in mind and time where we can meet. Someone must have given you this paper. You will give it to others as you are guided by your will to do so. Thus the cord stretches to the future.
This time we will empower our elementary tools, but there are other uses as well, of this technique.
Wand to the South, for Fire.
Cup to the West, for Water.
Dagger to the East, for Air.
Disk to the North, for Earth.
We must be able to “see” in the spirit in order to do more than a simple thought experiment. In order to “touch” the others we must reach out with our Spirit.
Rite to Empower
Tools are set to the quarters. There should be bread and wine present, and the Bell should be on the altar as well.
Orator: 
“You have two duties, your duty to the past and to the future. Your duty to the future is to catch the energy that is transmitted to you from others who will do this ritual after you, and to use it to charge your tools, and then to send the remainder on to the past, where others who came before you are waiting to receive, and use it, as you have done. This is how you discharge your second duty, to the past.”
Initiate: “I have closed my abode and I swear to complete this operation in time and space, let none disturb me”
Light the lamp.
Initiate: “May I be illuminated that I might do my Will.”
Take up the dagger and walk as many circles widdershins as you need in order to feel a distinct feeling of holiness, as you walk trace the perimeter with the dagger.
Initiate: “I send the power to banish, banish evil from all those who came before me. Those who are in the future send their power to aid me in this task. This dagger is charged with the power I have called, all our daggers are so charged.”
Take up the disk and walk as many circles deosil as you find necessary to get a physical sensation of the power transmitted through Time.
Initiate: “It is real, I feel the presence of those before and after me. They send the power of manifestation. See me, those who came before me! See me as I see those in the future! This Disk is charged with the power to materialize my dreams, all our disks are so charged.”
Take up the wand and walk widdershins. As you do so send the power of your Will to the past.
Initiate: “I send the energy from the future to the past, as those who are in my future send energy to me. This Wand is charged with the power to do my Will. All  our wands are so charged.”
Take up the Cup and walk deosil, receiving the power transmitted to you from the future. Walk until you feel the energy of Love from those in the future.
Initiate: “I receive the energy of Love from the future as those in the past receive my Love. Love rewards those who do their Will! My Cup is charged with the power to Love, to draw into itself according to my Will. All our cups are so charged.”
Stand in the center of the Circle, concentrate on the power of Spirit that radiates from within you.
Initiate:  “All my actions shall be illuminated by my Spirit. Each of us shall do our Will. Our Spirit shall lead us to it. Past, present, future, in one crystalline pattern.”
Initiate: “With our Spirit we are illuminated.”
Touch the flame.
Say “With our Dagger we cut the bread of Life upon the disk.”
Place the Dagger upon the disk, cross to center. After piercing the bread.
Say “With our Wand we pour out the wine of life.”
Place the wand within the cup after pouring the wine into it. Now the two pairs are arraigned on the Altar in their union.
I pray this prayer, I who wrote this and am at the focus, you may join me if you choose, but after the Great Rite.
Say “Ra-Hoor-Khuit, thou who dost illuminate our world, thou art our God, and we are thine. As we are all stars in the body of Nuit we call upon thee to aid us in this our Task. Make strong our arms in battle, effective our words in Magick! ABRAHADABRA!”
333-555-333, ring the Bell eleven times.
Assistant 1: This elementary seal upon the tools opens them to the constant power of those in the future. Awakens in the Initiate the corresponding Archetype. These tools are on the altar of the innermost, the most select of places, even though they are given in the outermost courtyard of the Man of Earth.
Initiator: These are the tools given to the Initiate at the sacred feast.
         In the dimension of Time, the Tesseract, a step is taken.
         The cone of power extends.
   Macrocosm, all surrounding, Nuit.
         Microcosm, all penetrating, Hadit
   Breadth, the innermost Space, (Secret)
         Height, The Holy of Holies, the Temple.
   Depth, the House of the Lovers, the anteroom and pool.
  Time, the courtyard of the Men of Earth and its garden.
  First are given the Tools.
 Then is given the Way.
Finally Unity, first with last, beginning and end.
The Queen is then served a feast upon her magical tools, and dancing and music follow. Dancer is Babalon-Therion priest/ess. Dancing continues while initiate is eating. When initiate is finished with meal dancer/s walk toward her/him transferring power with the spell of Babalon.  The spell above will help you and yours reclaim their power. Down deep into their time line runs the power. It's hand awakens them to the truth of themselves. In each life and from body to body. This self carries what you call the soul from life to life and from body to body. This is the part I carry in my womb from life to life.

Babalon dancer-priestess:
I am Babalon:
Hara don ce Que
Ma dara duQe
Hara arat
Hara Hari
Hari Ma
Babalon
Ba ba
Ba
Ab
Ab Ra
Ab Ra Had
Ab Ra Had Ab
Ab Ra Had Ab Ra
Ma Ra
Ma Ri Had
Ma at
Maat
Ma
Nefer Neteru
 When spell is completed. Hands come to rest on Manipura Chakra and transfer the spell) 
ASSISTANT 1 “ The higher mind awakes, It takes its place upon the throne of the mind. Upon that throne is the immortal one, the throned King that never dies.  
ASSISTANT 2 “Come, deep within, awaken.”
All members of group lay their hands on Queen and finish the tesserect
ALL: “Your powers are yours again, you who awake.” (Manipura)
ALL: “Your inner eye sees again, you who awake.” (Aijna)
ALL: “Your spirit is yours again, you who awake.” (Sahasrara)
When power is fully transferred. Queen is handed a silver coin as a symbol of power..
Eat, drink and be merry. 
2nd degree initiation..
Daleth, He, Vau, Zain
Say “With our Dagger we cut the bread of Life upon the disk.”
Place the Dagger upon the disk, cross to center. After piercing the bread.
Say “With our Wand we pour out the wine of life.”
Place the wand within the cup after pouring the wine into it. Now the two pairs are arraigned on the Altar in their union.
I pray this prayer, I who wrote this and am at the focus, you may join me if you choose, but after the Great Rite.
Say “Ra-Hoor-Khuit, thou who dost illuminate our world, thou art our God, and we are thine. As we are all stars in the body of Nuit we call upon thee to aid us in this our Task. Make strong our arms in battle, effective our words in Magick! ABRAHADABRA!”
333-555-333, ring the Bell eleven times.
Cheth, Teth, Yod, Kaph, Lamed, Mem
INITIATOR: Cheth-to the east; the Word
	           Teth-to the west; the Magick
		Yod-north; priestess of the North
Kaph-above; wheel of Eight
Lamead-south, the Law
		Mem-below; water in the well at Heliopolis
The dancers enter covered in the seven veils, and dance so seductively that he is carried into a bliss of anticipation. Slowly each time the music changes key they loose a veil until they are naked before him, and one by one, a dancer chooses a stranger and walks with him to her private temple. In the future; there will be an already established temple wherein reside the lovers triad initiating. Within that temple each priest has his/her own private temple. Many people make do with living room as the main temple, and bedroom as private temple room. There the love that was in the Beginning and that will be to the End is celebrated. God and Goddess.
(Initiate is led into temple by initiator with words of love)
LOVER/INITIATOR:
“I will love you all and we will celebrate in our Temple. I am the World and I hold your Love in my heart. this love between you is my love for the Father of Light upon the Throne of the World, Heru-ra-ha. His exclamation is in celebration of his union with me. He, son of Hathor & of Ra, is secretly my lover, for the King is he who is my lover and this it is said that he is son of Hathor, for he is enbewed with the heat of the Sun. When the fire has left his body, the King comes into my womb, though to those who are left behind it may appear that Hathor has flown and the body grown cold. None the less he is with me. He is in the womb of the World, his heat is the heat of the Sun., he will rise renewed! Keri Heb!”

INITIATOR  AND INITIATE( in unison):
“Hata Zir Ki
Hata Zuma
Rari Kiri
Hari Ha
You”
(The lion and eagle are joined.) The elixer vitae is additionally used to charge blackened coin and then placed upon a pillow of purple. Which is given to the Assistant(man of earth). They then take their place at the pillars.
(Lady of Blue and Scarlet stand at the door. Initiate stands in between the twin pillars)
INITIATE:
"I who am arisen between the two Ladies, Lady of Blue, and Lady of Scarlet, two sisters for my love, and lust, I am the child called from the time and space beyond, called to arise within my father. I the self begotten one, I come in my Name.
"Ab Ba Dallet Cheth Nu Ta - Heart soul, the Door in the enclosure"
"Ba Ab Aiwass Abrahadabra On At - Soul of the heart of the Angel with the Key to the rituals of Heliopolis, the essence."
"I who have awakened have taken the reins of the Chariot of Power."
"I who have arisen have given Maat to Ra."
"I who have arisen have thus begun my quest into the Unknown."
"I who have arisen was the pillar of his Mother. I have quickened her womb and she giveth me to suck."
"I have been, and ever will be a son of the Sun, my father giveth life unto the world and I am his seed within him. I leap forth at his exclamation and am born at a time and a season."
(Initiate and Initiators share kiss of life)
INITIATORS: “The Awakener”
INITIATE: “The Awakened."
(Assistant kneels before king King is used in the Egyptian sense of the word. Female rulers were also called King regardless of gender. and presents the blackened silver coin upon a pillow of    purple. Once the coin is placed upon the purple pillow. It should not be touched until Initiate picks it up)
MAN OF EARTH/ASSISTANT:
“The kings shall live forever.
   Onward ever onward into the unknown.
   Keepers of the keys.
   Knowers
   Hera-Heru
ORATOR:
“The young man walked from the Temple whole, the centuries of his existence clear. The Hawk flies above his head, the World and the stars are his lovers, and he is reborn again and again” 
If third is not to be given; all coveners place hands upon initiate and tesserect is finished.

3rd initiation-Incomplete!
Included as a goal.
DO NOT ATTEMPT
ORATOR:
“All that lies beyond the Abyss contains within itself it's own opposite, as the Divine King arises so does the Demon King. The Test is whether the integration will be performed or whether there will be war between them. This Aeon is not the last, nor will we choose sides in this should the battle be joined, nor will we oppose the True, but instead we enjoin you to succeed and in balanced power to attain.”
"My Demon Sister let us fight side by side against those who wish to destroy us, nay better that we make love and be born as our Child, united, One and None."
"Eh-oh-Ade La-Kuma"
"I do hey"
"Ah do hey"
"Mi ahh do-hey"
"Iada Kuma Ari"
"Unified, the Kingdom is restored"
"The words spoken"
"The time come"
"Arisen"
"My left and my right one and none."
"The shadow and the light one and none."
"In that, that unites them,"
"The body of the King between them"
"Ra-Set.
"Nefer Neteru "

The Dance-
I am in the power that you now feel, I Nuit! I am the star maiden, I the dancer that whirls. I sense all within me as they sense me. In myriad’s of minds on untold numbers of worlds there are those that are now concentrating even as do you. Do you feel their presence? 
The power hums in the head and throbs with each heart beat. Each and every being climbs a ladder, their world, their star, their awareness of my dark heart at the center of my being, the star, Not. Like the Tesseract it exists in a dimension beyond. Touch and see me. Feel me in that sense that you have developed. In this highest, feel me.
Open to your deep mind, open and see, there in that space you feel the continuity that is you, a being of thousands of lives your timeline runs. Feel the awakening to the inner self. 
Come into the arms of the Dancer, she is the daughter of the unseen King. Come with her as she entices you with all the wonders of her movement. Feel her as she loves you, feeling the subtlety of her motions, each tiny nuance of the dance. 
Open again, link with the vision of your Galaxy, feel the power of lives flow into you. Feel the presence. 
Feel the real. 
Feel deep. 
Deeper. 
Deepest. 
See it. 
See the vision
The whore of Babalon, the secret priestess of the seven rayed star, is my priestess. In her honor ye do the Rite of the Seven. She shall introduce the candidate upon mastery. Introduce to her sister, the Queen of heaven, the adept to become master.
To Babalon the neophyte aspires, and all the while he is the Beast at her breast.
To Babalon the adept aspires, and all the while she is the Bride of him that attains to the gold of the Sun.
To Babalon the master attains, and she has been with him all along.
That maid of the stars, the dancer...
At my breast thou shalt suckle. In my cup thou shalt pour thy life, which is mine. United with thy Goddess in every act of love and lust. United with every act of violence and valor. 
I am powerful to protect my Lord. As a cat of the jungle am I. I will vanquish his enemies and protect against the unknown terror. 
Before you my loves, priestesses and priests, I will go to find the secrets you will need to know. I, who am goddess of secrets, shall tell you what you need to know. 
I who am the Star Goddess, I am your mate. Happy are they who come to me in the beginning, for they are my friends, and lovers, and mates. I will love them in ways beyond all their expectations, be with them in the bodies of all who come to them, bring them that that they must have to do well in love.
To Hadit the priestess aspires, new in her coming to the path, and all the while he is the priest at her bed.
To Hadit she aspires an adept at her art, and he comes to her a secret lover and the Angel of her awakening.
To Hadit she attains, master of the Magick art, and he has been with her all along. Light bringer. Awakener.
He the God, her mate, is a star in the body of the Goddess and he has given birth to life on earth in his union, there on the Sapphire Globe, with her little sister the whore of Babalon. 
He comes as a stranger unknown to her.
She comes to him as the Goddess. Her prayers have long prepared her for this moment. By her he becomes an adept. By him she becomes a lover of the Sun. They attain in this act together. And yet it is upon the union of Nuit and Hadit that they make love. A spark of divine love passes between them and must ever be honored in their hearts. 
The covenant between them will be their marriage, and upon their adultery will their temple be founded, yet in their hearts will burn their true love of Her that is the Bride of Him that is her Husband.

You have done well my prince in your work, through your time line you have used the power of the Tesseract and Beyond to move to the place you now reside. So shall we find the place you and yours are to live together. There is some that remains to be done before you move there but it will be soon enough.
Come.
Rule, this spell will aid in the consolidation! It will bring you to the fulfillment of your offices, which alone can allow those who are with you to fulfill theirs. Your karma and theirs are linked by the power that binds you. Your formal Initiation celebrates this union of Heaven and Earth. This is the union of the Circle. This is my Tryst with each of you. But you must rule your Kingdom for this to happen, say:
'Tremble ye Daemon'
'Each of ye tremble'
For my Wife Babalon'
'Rideth upon me'
'Her Shield defends me'
'Her sword is in my hand'
'We go to war with the forces of slavery, and restriction.'
'Babalon baal bin abaut.'
'She is my Goddess and my guide.'
'I summon ye to do your Will.'
'As I have been summoned to do Hers.'
'Babalon Hara Ra'
'Babalon Hari Ma'
Ba ba'
'Ab'
'Ab Ra'
'Ab Ra Had'
'Ab Ra Had Ab'
'Ab Ra Had Ab Ra'
xxx xxxxx xxx
This is the covenant of the Coven of the Hawk and Jackal. As you are Deity so you are with us, so the powers obey their natural Will to follow Deity, to come to the light. As the light shines through you so do the forces of the night obey the power of the light bringer.
Should you cease to be the enlightened then they would cease to serve.
We love and this Love is the law! Truly and forever, beyond and beyond. In Love and through it comes the enlightenment.
We Love you!









